In order to complete my description of the so-called category of definiteness in Macedonian 1 needed an operational definition of what is called "a generic noun phrase". I did not find such a definition in works on definiteness and on reference. Thus, 1 decided to try and formulate a definition based on my knowledge of the Macedonian and Polish usage. My second problem is the conditions of appearance of the definite article in generic noun phrases, hence my examples come from Macedonian, where the category of definitness is strictly grammaticalized.
The concept of the generic noun phrase (NPgen) is based on the scope of reference of the phrase in question when used in the text. Thus, we should speak rather of the generic usage or generic interpretation of a noun phrase, than of the NPgen as such. However, with the above reservation in mind, we shall preserve here the accepted term. A NPgen differs from other NPs in that it refers to the genus, the species as such, and not to a specified selection of elements of the named species. Consequently, in the foreground is the intension, the connotation of the concept in question. It should be emphasized that genus is understood as a concept whose real and/or virtual denotates have in common some relevant inherent features, and not only accidental relational characteristics. The concepts of this type more often than not have clear cut borders and are often founded on the scientific classification of corresponding phaenomena. Thus, the so-called occasional expressions (shifters, indices, proper names used in their primary function) are a priori excluded from an NPgen.
There exist two different theories conceming the referential characteristics of an NPgen. One of them says that an NPgen refers always and only to the connotation of the concept, to its intension. Consequently, sentences including NPgen are of metalinguistic character. The second, "naive" theory accepts the possibility of speaking about the denotation of an NPgen and, ipso facto, accepts the existential presupposition that it implies when used in a factive sentence . According to that second theory, insofar as the extension, the denotation of the concept is concemed, we have to distinguish three different situations:
-(a) a NP refers to the set asa whole, to all the extension of the concept; NPs used this way are ex definitione in plural forms; -(b) a NP refers, seerningly, to one typical element as representing the whole set; the NP is then in the singular form; -(c) a NP refers to a non specified selection of the elements of the set, its number form is not a priori defined.
(a) Here belong the prototypical, non-controversial NPgen which appear in sentences informing on definitional characteristics of the set, cf.
( 'Nouns are constitutive members of noun phrases' etc.
The above examples could be rewritten with the de termin er cume 'ali' included in to the NPgen (cume MyBu, cume nerrt.llu ... etc.) . It would change nothing on the communicative plane, it would only increase the expression, and this would be unusual in sentences of the definitional type. It seems that the addition of cume cannot be used as a test for the generic character of the NPs under discussion.
The presence of the definite article in Macedonian NPs of the above type is due not to their generic usage, but to their function and position in the sentence. In the examples (1), (2) and (4) it is the nominative case relationship and the position at the beginning of the sentence, in the example (3) Mutatis mutandis examples from (5) to (9) can be rewritten in the same way , but this does not refer to the examples from (10) to (12), which seems to confirm their quasi-generic character.
We could also rewrite examples (1' -4') replacing the definite article with the determiner ceKoj 'every' -the message would be changed on the expressive plane only; the status of ceKoj is identical with that of cume.
The main formal difference between our type (a) and the type (b) is in the fact that in the NPgen of the type (b) the definite article is obligatory regardless of the case relationship and of the linear order of the sentence.
The NPgen of the type (b) whose constitutive members can be interpreted both as names of a unique representative element of the set and also of the set itself, i.e. as collective nouns, present an interesting problem. Classical examples are names of some fruits and vegetables, cf. The semantic structure of the above sentences (15-19) includes the presupposition about the existence of the genus in question, but there is no presupposition about the existence of any specified denotates able to fulfill the function of arguments of the virtual relations constituting these sentences.
Intensional factive precticates of the type ( cu) 3aMUc.!lyea 'imagine', co1-tyea 3a ... ' dream about.. .', Mettmae 'daydream', also 6apa 'Iook for .. .' pose a special problem: in some contexts they imply argument NPs that are referentially ambiguous, cf.
(20) Co1-tyeaM 3a eo1-ta y6aea KJKUt.tKa 00 MOpCKUOm 6pe2 'I dream about a beautiful little house on the shore' where , depending on the intention of the speaker, the existence of the house is or is not implied, cf. also:
(21) BapaM eoe/-l oo6ap npupat.tl-lUK no utnaT-tCKU 3Q MaKeOOT-tU,U "I am looking for a good manuel of Spanish for Macedonians' etc. If we accept the non-referential interpretation, the above examples could be qualified as /+ generic/ . (Givon 1984: 389-390) , or-if we accept that virtual concepts have no denotation -as/+ predicative/.
